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MISSION STATEMENT:

Pelican Lakes Association (PLA) is a dynamic organization committed to preserving the
quality of life and the environmental health of the Pelican Lakes through the promotion of
environmental stewardship and educational programs.
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LETTER FROM THE

PRESIDENT
to our 38 beach captains, who volunteer their time to
connect with their neighbors to share the PLA mission
and encourage involvement in lake activities.

The magnificent hues of red, yellow, orange, and
browns are evident now in our lakes area. It is hard to
believe we are experiencing another fall season. It has
been a busy summer for the Pelican Lakes’ residents
and visitors from my conversations with many.

Finally, “thank you” to the board of directors for
supporting me in my acting role as President for five
months, as well as David Spizzo, who served as acting
Treasurer. We have a wonderful board of directors who
care about you and our beautiful lakes. Please support
their efforts when you see them.

In this fall issue of the PLA newsletter you will find
articles on the June 2018 annual meeting and fall
cleanup, as well as submissions from our regular
contributors. Also included are updates on lake testing
results, AIS (Aquatic Invasive Species), and facts on
our partnering associations.

I wish all a wonderful fall and winter season enjoying
the activities in the area.

The PLA Board members met July 27, 2018. They
voted to approve the currently serving officers for the Susan Koering, President
upcoming year. They are Susan Koering, President; Pelican Lakes Association of Crow Wing County
Jodi Billy, Vice President; Tracy Donovan, Secretary;
and David Spizzo, Treasurer. Congratulations to all
and thank you for your volunteer leadership over the
past year.
A “Thank You” letter was received from the Minnesota
Aquatic Invasive Species Research Center (MAISRC)
for the PLA donation of $10,000 toward their research
in working to protect our Minnesota lakes and rivers.
Private donations make a difference meeting critical
needs as they arise. A letter was shared in the fall 2017
PLA newsletter showing their past appreciation.

COMPLETE TREE CARE

The board would like to spread the word about our
Pelican Lakes by wearing a PLA shirt that will
encourage conversations when you meet up with
others. We did not add any fees, only what it cost you
to buy the shirts. I would encourage you to buy a shirt
for yourself and even one as a gift for the upcoming
holiday season. I will be watching to see how many
shirts I see in the area next spring. Let’s set a record.
The back inside page of this newsletter will have
the direct order form. To guarantee delivery by the
holidays you must order by December 1, 2018.
A “thank you” from the board and membership to our
five boat inspectors, Cathy Johnson, Dale Johnson,
Dave Fedor, John Slipy, and Lenny Tellock for all they
do to help keep our big lake safe. A “thank you” also

• Deep Root Fertilization • Injections
• Root Regeneration • Disease Recognition

Insured/ Certified
Tree Removal • Lot Clearing
Brush Chipping • Stump Removal
Pruning/Trimming • Bucket Truck Work

PROMPT YEAR ROUND SERVICE

218.825.8207
MIKESTREECOMPANY.COM
Michael A. Schwarze
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Certified Arborist/ Horticulturalist

WHAT IS HAPPENING ON OUR LAKE?

TESTING RESULTS

Walleye Test Netting, Jim Nickel, PLA Director &
PLCC DNR

for cisco to inhabit. Cisco were located at depths
greater than 30’ including almost to the bottom of
the lake. During a previous study on Pelican Lake
I spent four days with the DNR on the lake observing
in 2014, we found that cool, oxygenated water
walleye test netting. The summary results were 58
ran out by the end of the summer, squeezing cisco
walleyes with an average weight of 2.38 lbs., and a
into warmer surface waters, but that had not yet
lift of 3.87 per net in 2018. The summary results
occurred this year.
comparison was 60 walleyes with an average weight of · 	 Vertical gillnets (45’ long with 7 different meshes)
2.48 lbs. and a lift of 4.00 per net in 2017. The Pelican
were set to sample the water column from the
Lake goal is in the 8 - 10 per net lift … a long way
surface to the bottom in the northernmost and
to go from the 3.9 lift this year. Electrofishing testing
southernmost deep basins for 24 hours ending on
will be conducted later in September to determine the
Fri, Aug 10. At the northernmost site, 67 cisco
survival rate of our stocked 3,900.000 walleye fry in
including 49 young-of-the-year (hatched this
May 2018.
spring) were caught. At the southernmost site, 89
cisco including 60 young-of-the-year were caught.
Pelican Lake Pelagic Survey, Beth Holbrook, Ph.D., ·  	 Hydroacoustic data will be analyzed this winter to
MN DNR, Section of Fisheries
estimate cisco population abundance. Numbers
will be compared to a hydroacoustic survey
Highlights from the Pelican lake pelagic survey for
previously conducted in 2014.
cisco/tullibee:
· 	 A hydroacoustic survey (using sound to sample Zebra Mussels Report, Marc Bacigalupi, MN DNR,
the water column) was conducted after sunset Brainerd Area Fisheries Supervisor
on Sunday, Aug 5. The reason the survey takes
place after dark is that fish schools break apart and On August 14, 2018 the DNR was on Pelican Lake
estimates of cisco size and abundance are more completing an Invasive Species Zebra Mussel
accurate.
evaluation. Pelican Lake has now 7 years of Zebra
·  	 At the time of the survey, there was still plenty of Mussel testing. The Zebra Mussel Density has been
cool, oxygenated water throughout Pelican Lake flat since 2016-within measurement error.
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ANNUAL MEETING

HIGHLIGHTS
Two upcoming events include Starry Trek 2018 on
Saturday August 18, 2018 and the Research and
Management Showcase on September 12, 2018. All
those interested are encouraged to participate.

The annual meeting of the Pelican Lakes Association
was held Saturday June 30, 2018 at the Breezy Point
Hall beginning at 9:00 AM. A welcome along with
sharing of the PLA mission and agenda was presented
by acting PLA President Susan Koering. Two guest
speakers were then introduced to a gathering of about
130 attendees.

A refreshment break was taken where a drawing was
held awarding two gift cards from local establishments.
A floating key chain with the PLA website listed was
given to all in attendance. Flyers of interest were
displayed along with a lake diagram designating
where around the lakes our current 38 volunteer beach
captains are assigned.

Sarah Fogderud from A.W. Research Laboratories, Inc.
informed the group of the monthly water quality testing
process on our lakes from May through September. The
three measures include Total phosphorus, Chlorophyll,
and Secchi Disk (Transparency). The water quality is
stable in both our lakes. The improving clarity in Big
Pelican is likely due to zebra mussels. The majority of
land in the Pelican Lake Watershed is privately owned,
so residents have a large impact on water quality. Also
shared was a “Shoreline Best Practices” slide included
for all to reference.

The business portion of the meeting was conducted
with a sharing of the projects taking place over the past
year as written in our three PLA newsletters.
David Spizzo, Acting Treasurer, gave a financial
report showing our revenues and expenses to date for
2018 with final totals for 2016 and 2017. There were
506 members who paid dues at minimum and in the
Loon, Eagle and Pelican categories in 2017 compared
to 478 in 2016. Thanks to all for your donations for our
association and its projects.

Dr. Nick Phelps, Director of the Minnesota Aquatic
Invasive Species Research Center (MAISRC), gave
an update on MAISRC’s field work and outreach
across the state since he last spoke to us in 2017.
This included invasive plants, invertebrates, fish, and
harmful microbes. To view their website go to www. The members present were asked to approve, and
MAISRC.umn.edu. One can sign-up to receive their approved the following recommended slate of
e-newsletter.
Directors of the Pelican Lakes Association for a two
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A “Certificate of Appreciation” and card was awarded
to Dr. James Henderson, who is our newsletter
historical article author. He has contributed twentyfour articles to the newsletter since fall 2010. Thank
you Dr. Henderson.

year term: New members Ted Brausen, Tom Moore,
and Shu-Mai Hwang replacing Laurie Greeno, Bob
Komischke, and Dr. Art Weaver. Welcome to the new
members and thank you to those leaving the board.
Renewing members also appointed for two year terms
are: David Slipy, Jim Nickel, Bob Hamilton, Matt
Stephens and Jodi Billy. The designation of officers
serving for the next year will take place at the board
meeting in July 2018.

With no further business the meeting was adjourned at
10:50 AM. The meeting closed with a thank you for
all those attending.

A “thank you” note will be sent to both Laurie Greeno The 2019 annual meeting will be on Saturday June 29,
and Bob Komischke, who were not able to attend the 2019 at 9:00 AM. (The fifth Saturday of the month.)
meeting, for serving on the board. Dr. Weaver was
awarded a “Certificate of Appreciation” and card for
serving on the PLA Board of Directors from 2006Photos taken by JoAnn Weaver
2018 with six years serving as President.
Dr. Nick Phelps, MAISRC
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https://www.dnr.state.mn.us/shorelandmgmt/guide/waterquality.html

FALL CLEANUP

IN YOUR YARD AND GARDEN
JoAnn Weaver, U of M Extension Master Gardener

Just like that, it’s almost fall! The nighttime temperatures
are cooler, the leaves are falling and the flowers are fading.
It’s time to make a “to-do list” and get busy.
1. If you haven’t already, start a compost pile. Add
chopped up leaves and grass clipping to the pile along
with kitchen vegetable waste, turn frequently, and by
next spring you’ll have “black gold” with which to
enrich your yard and garden. Complete instructions for
composting can be found at: <http://extension.umn.edu/
yard-and-garden>
2. DO NOT blow or dump leaves into the lake! This action
increases lake sedimentation issues and contributes to
water quality deterioration. Rotting leaves in the water
deplete the oxygen level which has an adverse effect on
fish and animals living in the lake.
3. Pull up those fading annuals and empty the containers
that have seen brighter days. Healthy debris can be
added to the compost pile.
4. Plant new perennials and divide existing perennials as
needed. This should be done early fall so plants have
time to root before the soil freezes. Water regularly.

5. Tidy up perennials but don’t trim severely until after
frost. Then trim those you’re not saving for winter
interest to approximately three inches so the stems can
catch leaves which will insulate the crowns during the
winter months.
6. Remove weeds from perennial beds and vegetable
gardens as they can harbor disease and insects.
7. Water your trees and perennials until the ground freezes.
8. Once summer and fall flowering shrubs go dormant
they can be pruned.
9. Do not prune spring flowering shrubs until they finish
blooming in the spring.
10. Detach garden hoses from outside spigots, drain, and
store.
11. Clean up your garden shed and your garden tools so
they are ready for the next season.
12. Don’t forget to bring in those houseplants that you’ve
had outside. They don’t like sudden changes in light
nor temperatures below 50 degrees F. Check for insects,
prune as needed, and repot if necessary.
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Creative

Buying Or Selling – Contact Jerry!!
“Your Connection To Pelican Lake
& The Lakes Area”

Inspiration for the entire Lakes Area

We want to be your design,
offset printing, digital printing,
bindery and mailing professionals.
We want to be your printer.
Please contact us.

Jerry Moore
REALTOR®

jerry@lakeplace.com
Cell: (218) 330-3334

218-829-7790 | Fax: 218-829-0977
1223 Oak Street, Brainerd, MN 56401
www.lakesprinting.com
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ADR:
AN ALTERNATE TO THE COURTROOM
By: Kevin J. Egan

Early this year, we wrote an article on the Anatomy of a
Construction Defect Case, which summarized the roadmap
to trial. But, more and more, the concepts of “mediation”,
or “arbitration” or “alternative dispute resolution” are
finding favor with folks who are involved with a dispute
of any kind.

mandated contractually in a variety of commercial settings,
so a careful review of any contract that is a part of a dispute
is required to determine whether arbitration is mandated.
Arbitration clauses are often inserted in consumer finance
documents as well, so even a dispute with a local bank
may see you waiving your right to have a court hear your
case. In short, it is always important to carefully review all
documents carefully before signing them and do your best
to strike any provisions to which you object; individuals
generally prefer to maintain the possibility of going to a
local judge for relief.

By way of background, in the 1970s, as conventional
litigation became more time consuming and expensive,
those in the legal world began to consider quicker and
cheaper options to a formal trial before a judge or jury.
Various alternatives were considered and eventually we
began to see references to the use of arbitration or mediation
in many contracts and likewise in the rules of the courts
themselves.

Mediation
Mediation is another alternative to a trial before a judge
or a jury, but it is very different from arbitration. Whereas
arbitration transfers the power to decide the substance of a
case from a judge or jury to an arbitrator, mediation does not
remove this power from the local court. Instead, mediation
is a voluntary process in which the parties attempt to come
to an agreement with the guidance of a qualified and trained
mediator.

Remember that mind that the goal of any litigation system
is simply the resolution of a dispute between two parties.
Efficiency in reaching that target is the goal of our litigation
system. As alternatives were considered, we came to focus
more and more on the options of mediation and arbitration
as favored alternatives to full-blown litigation. As they are
somewhat different in structure and process, let’s look at
them separately.

Minnesota’s Rule 114 of the State’s General Rules of
Practice establishes a process for training and identifying
those certified as “qualified neutrals”. Often attorneys, the
neutrals serve as independent third parties after appropriate
training certified by the State Court Administrator’s Office.
It is these folks who serve as mediators.

Arbitration
Arbitration is relatively close to litigation in a courtroom;
it is governed by a set of detailed rules promulgated by an
origination called the American Arbitration Association.
The arbitration process involves a fact-finding process that
can requiring the sharing of relevant documents and even
the taking of testimony via depositions. Once fact-finding
is complete, the case is presented to a single arbitrator (or
occasionally, a panel of three) who consider testimony, hear
argument from the lawyers and then make a decision on the
merits of the claims asserted.

Unlike arbitrators, mediators do not impose their own
judgement on the issues which generated the dispute
between the parties. Instead a mediator works with
the parties to facilitate commutations with the hope of
promoting settlement. Remember that the vast majority of

Crosslake

In arbitration, the decision of the arbitrator is final and
binding; there are no appeals to a court. In fact the decision
is usually defined as fully enforceable in a court of law,
so once a party prevails in arbitration, the case is, for all
intents and purposes, over.
Obviously, the parties need to agree to the entire arbitration
process, as they are, in effect, waiving their right to have
a court decide the merits of their case. Absent such an
agreement, no arbitration takes place and the matter is
decided by a judge or a jury. These days, arbitration is often
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cases actually filed in the Minnesota courts are ultimately
settled without a judge or court making ultimate decisions.
In the hands of a qualified neutral, the various paths to
settlement can often be usefully explored.
The courts often routinely insist that litigants mediate
early in the process to see whether avenues of settlement
can dispose of a case before major expense is incurred and
before the judge has spent hours of the time supervising
the parties in the litigation process. If the mediation is
successful, the case is dismissed and the parties go away
presumably satisfied. On the other hand, if mediation
is unsuccessful, the parties return to the court and its
supervised and expensive litigation process. Also, it is not
uncommon for a second (or third) pass at mediation may
occur later in the litigation process, after the parties have
grown tired of paying ongoing legal fees.

Conclusion
Used correctly, alternative dispute resolution is more
efficient and cost effective than traditional litigation and
generates greater satisfaction for the parties, who generally
want to resolve a dispute and move on in life.
In making a choice regarding alternative dispute resolution
and the selection of an arbitrator, please recognize the
importance of such a decision and consult with your
attorney.
*Kevin J. Egan is an attorney with Severson Porter Law and
is a qualified neutral with 40+ years of legal experience.

Mediators are usually selected from the list of qualified
neutrals maintained by the State Court Administrator’s
Office. In greater Minnesota, it is often prudent to focus on
local arbitrators, as costs are more reasonable than those in
larger cities. The fees of the arbitrator are generally divided
by the parties and billed on a hourly basis at an agreed-upon
fee.

Adult Townhome

u Maintenance Free
u On Whitebirch Golf Course
u Single Level
u Resort Membership
u Indoor Pool/Fitness Center
u Shuttle Service

For more information or a tour, call 218-831-1706
Breezypointresort.com/townhomes
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OSPREY
By Judd Brink Owner/Guide MN Backyard Birds

The Osprey (Pandion haliaetus), sometimes known
as the fish hawk, is a common bird of prey found in
Central Minnesota. Ospreys are the only bird in the
(Pandionidae) family which is unique. One special
adaptation that is also shared with Owls is the outer
toe is reversible allowing for grasping its prey from
the front and back. Fish make up over 90% of its diet
unlike the Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) that
is more of an opportunist with a varied diet. Ospreys
once were in serious decline from the use of the harmful
pesticide DDT but now can be found nesting along the
many lakes in the area. Often found near water it can
be seen hovering over a meal before diving feet first.
Let’s learn more about the Osprey.
These field marks will help in the identification. The
breast and belly are white with a dark brown back.
The white continues onto the wing at the bend of the
shoulder then brown to the end of wing tips of the
11

primaries and secondaries. The head is very distinctive
with a white crest and a dark eye stripe. Adult birds
have yellow eyes. Bird length is around 21 inches with
a wingspan close to 70 inches roughly the size of a
Red-tailed Hawk (Buteo jamaicensis) for comparison.
Adult males and females are very similar with females
sometimes having brown streaking on the chest. In
flight it always has a bent wing appearance. Some say
the bird is in the shape of an “M”.
The Osprey is found in a variety of aquatic habitats
from fresh water to saltwater to brackish estuaries
across North America. Fish is still the main diet in
saltwater habitats along the coasts. Unlike the Bald
Eagle Ospreys must migrate south to find open water
and concentrations of fish. The nest site is often near or
over water in a dead tree or on some kind of structure.
Many birds found in our area are nesting atop power
poles on artificial platforms or on communication
towers. The nests are large piles of sticks and can be
quite large but usually not as tall as an eagle nest. The
main difference between an Eagle and Osprey nest is
its location. Eagles often nest in White Pine (Pinus
strobus) or other “live” trees whereas the Osprey
almost always nest in dead trees. Since some eagles
can stay over the winter season they tend to also nest
earlier than Ospreys. The average arrival date for
Ospreys in central Minnesota is around the first week
of May.

The next time you are on the lake watch for the
Osprey, either on the shoreline surveying for a meal
or hovering over the surface ready to plunge feet
first. Next spring you can view the “live” Osprey nest
camera online at http://www.clcmn.edu/central-lakescollege-osprey-cam/ found at Central Lakes College
in Brainerd.  Happy Birding!

Judd Brink is the owner of MN Backyard Birds in the Brainerd Lakes area. MN Backyard Birds provides birdscaping for home
owners and businesses to attract and enjoy more colorful songbirds. The business was recently featured on Kare 11 news with
Belinda Jensen and MN Bound with Ron Schara. For more information about birdscaping or a free backyard consultation visit
our new website birdminnesota.com or email us at info@birdminnesota.com

WWW.MNBACKYARDBIRDS.COM
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VINTAGE CABINS &
COTTAGES ON PELICAN LAKE
by Dr. James D. Henderson

This sign on County Highway 4 once pointed the way
to Haze Haven in the 1970s when
Joe and Agnes Goerges owned the resort.
The lodge at Wm. Barlow’s Resort c. 1950 was the future home of Haze Haven.
In the late 1920s the lodge also served as the home and resort operated by Sol
Marquis. According to Karlo Goerges, son of Joe Goerges, the last proprietor of
Haze Haven, “the screen door was the front entrance to the office...that door saw
a lot of traffic as that was where the candy store was, office and freezer for the
fish that were caught. On the left side was the kitchen where the awning is and
the front that protrudes out was the linen and supply area for items needed in the
cabins.” Photo courtesy of Ren Holland, Early Resorts of Minnesota.

This sign is from Marquis Place on Big Pelican
Lake. The reverse was painted Barlows after it
was sold to Wm. Barlow in 1939.

The story of Haze Haven Resort begins in the late 1890s when
Solomon “Sol” Marquis, Jr. was granted a homestead on 24
February 1898 for 156 acres of land on section 28 in Pelican
Township. His homestead extended from the west shore of Pelican
Lake across what is now County Highway 4 to the northeastern
shore of a large bay. Around 1910 he established the first resort
on Pelican Lake that later was known as Little Pelican Lake after
the entrance to the bay silted in and boaters could no longer travel
out to the larger part of the lake. He called it Wassena Lodge from
the Ojibwe word for “light”.

These rocks may have been used as a base to support a metal drum kiln to burn
wood to produce charcoal and wood gas. Marquis piped the gas to his lodge and
cabins for illumination and cooking.

Over the years, Wassena gained prominence as a lodging place
for guests visiting the lakes area, and a great place to dine with
lots of dancing and entertainment. In 1926 Marquis sold the lodge
to John & Myrtle Stone and built a new home on the western
shore of Big Pelican Lake. He operated a resort at his home called
Marquis Place until his death in 1935.
After “Captain Billy” Fawcett built Breezy Point Lodge in 1921
several resorts sprang up around the shores of Pelican Lake. By
the early 1950s family-operated housekeeping resorts on Big
Pelican Lake included Barlow’s Resort, Crow Wing Camp, 5
Aces, Golden Pine Resort, It’s It Resort, Johnnies Resort, Jones
Resort, Pelican Port, Trail’s End Resort, and Velvet Beach. Little
Pelican Lake had Pine Rocks Camp, Shady Lane and Wassena
Lodge. During the next two decades resort ownership often
changed hands faster than a bucket in a fire brigade.
After Sol’s death his wife Caroline sold parts of lots 2 and 5 in
Section 28 to Eda Barlow and her husband William in1939. Bill
and Eda came from St. Paul where he previously worked as a
photo engraver. The couple established Wm. Barlow’s Resort
on the site. This portion of the Marquis property with 800 feet
of shoreline was at the south end of Edgewater Beach where
Marquis had his home.

The two stone planters and sidewalk were built by Sol Marquis as an entrance to
his lodge and can be also be seen in the top photo next to the tree in front of the
screen door. The building in the background is the playhouse where laundry was
done and kids played games.

Wm. Barlow’s Resort in 1949 was described as having six clean
comfortable housekeeping cabins, spaced well apart, plenty of
room to roam with innerspring mattresses, running water, electric
refrigeration, gas, fuel, linens, an excellent swimming beach,
playgrounds, motors, and new boats. It closed for the season on
November 15.
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HAZE HAVEN RESORT– A FISHERMAN’S DREAM
by Dr. James D. Henderson

The author wishes to give a special thanks to Karlo Goerges who shared his knowledge about the history of Haze Haven Resort and the period when his parents, Joe & Agnes
Goerges, owned and operated the resort. Dr. Henderson is collecting information and old photos of resorts, cabins and cottages around Pelican Lake for future articles in the
PLA newsletter. If you have photos or information you’d like to share with our readers please email Jim Henderson at james7122@gmail.com.

Above - Haze Haven Resort cottages on Big Pelican Lake, Summer 1971. The
white building on the beach is the beach locker where guests could store their
boat motors, fishing gear and other beach items. Each cabin had a separate
locker in the building.
Below - The locker still remains on the shore at the old Haze Haven Resort site.

In 1951 Ralph W. “Pat”
Hays and his wife
Josephine purchased a
parcel of land further
south on the west shore
of Pelican Lake. It was
located on Section 4 in
Lake Edward Township
(135), from Helen Kuschke, a widow living on Lake Edward.
The Hays’ opened It’s It Resort in 1951with new modern
housekeeping cottages and new fishing boats. In April 1959 they
sold the resort to James & Alice Whitlock who renamed it Pelican
Beach Resort, which is still in operation today. A month later
the Hays’ purchased Barlow’s Resort from Bill and Eda Barlow.
They renamed the resort Haze Haven.
Pat Hays had been a woodworker at Mersman Table factory in
Celina, Ohio in 1940. His wife Jo also worked in the same factory
as a seamstress. His carpenter skills were very useful when the
couple moved to Pelican Lake and began their resort business.
An early brochure touted the resort’s features. ‘All nine cottages
are completely equipped for housekeeping except for bath
towels. Furnishings include all bed linens and blankets, electric
refrigerators, gas for heat and cooking, oven stoves, dishes and
cooking utensils.’ All the cottages had private showers with hot
water. The brochure also explained that the playhouse was for all
ages. Badminton, horseshoes, swings and slides for tots, arrow
target, outdoor fireplaces, picnic tables, basketball, croquet, and
other activities were situated throughout the large grounds.
Pelican Lake’s great fishing drew loads of
vacationers to the mom & pop resorts on the
lake and Haze Haven was no exception. The
Brainerd paper often featured articles and
photos of big fish caught by resort guests.

Resort owner
Pat Hays shows
off the daily catch
on his dock
at the resort.

Besides running the resort, Pat and Jo were
active in the Pelican Lake Conservation
Club. Jo served as the Club secretary and was
a long-time treasurer of Pelican Township.

Pat Hays pulling a load of camp kids with his garden tractor. In the 1960s, the
sign in the background was a familiar landmark for travelers on Co. Hwy. 4.

Karlo Goerges, tells the story
about how his parents and family
came to America. “Joe was born in
Yugoslavia, along with his mother,
brother and sisters, and immigrated
from Germany to the United States
after World War II. They were
refugees during the war, and had
lost all their property, home and
business in Yugoslavia, which
became a communist country after
World War II. Joe came to St. Paul,
Minnesota in 1951, met Agnes
in 1952 and were married in 1953.
They had eight children.”

Sol Marquis’ fieldstone fireplace
remains on the beach at the
old resort site looking much as
it was some 90 years ago.

Joe and Agnes expanded the resort after they purchased it.
Originally Sol Marquis had 3 cabins; the Barlow’s added 3 cabins;
the Hays’s added 3 cabins, the playhouse, shuffleboard court and
boat locker; and the Goerges’s added 3 cabins for a total of twelve
cabins in addition to the playground building and boathouse.
The resort had its own laundry facility and outdoor clotheslines.
Saturdays was changeover day and very busy with lots of help
coming in to clean cabins and prepare bedding, cleaning boats,
etc. for guests coming in by 4 p.m. Clearly running a resort was
hard work and all the Goerges kids helped out.
The family continued running the resort through the 1981 season
after which it closed. The family sold off three lots along the
Pelican Lake shoreline. Bert Avenson purchased two of the
cabins. At the time, Bert was owner of Pelican Beach resort
on the southwest side of Pelican Lake, about 3 miles south of
Haze Haven resort. Bert moved cabins #7 and #8 across the ice
to Pelican Beach. This was done over 2 different winters. First
cabin #7, and then cabin #8. Bert had to keep an ice road open all
winter long, so the ice would get thick enough to carry the weight
of the cabins and truck skidding it. The ice got to a thickness of
about 5 feet from clearing the snow off the ice road most of the
winter. The width of the road was about 60 to 70 feet for over 3
miles! The cabins were moved around the end of February each
winter. Bert also did excavation work with his equipment, when
not working at his resort.
All the remaining cottages were demolished in 1982 and 1983.
The old concrete shuffleboard court, however, still remains near
the shore without a crack in it. Silently waiting for the next game.

In 1969 the Hays’ sold Haze Haven on a
contract for deed to Doris and Reino “Ray”
Martin and Josef and Agnes Goerges. Doris The booming era of northland resorts occurred in the 1950s and
and Agnes were sisters. The Goerges family often spent their 60s. Today the small family resort business in Minnesota seems
summer vacations at Haze Haven in the 1960s, so they were quite to be fading away. In the last three decades the state has lost
familiar with its operation. The Martin’s ran the resort for two nearly 50% of its family-operated resorts. Changing expectations
years and then sold their interest to the Goerges’s. The resort of guests and the declining value of the businesses relative to the
opened the 1972 season with the Goerges family operating it. In value of the land they sit on have contributed to this decline. Haze
1974 Doris and Ray Martin then purchased Wassena Lodge and Haven was one of these.
operated it for 12 years.
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PARTNER PAGE

The increased visibility of concerns over the environmental health
of Minnesota lakes and rivers creates opportunities for the Pelican
Lakes Association to work with many other organizations to achieve
our goals. The following is a quick summary of some of those
partnership activities:

will enhance wildlife habitat, biodiversity and water quality. PLA
also works with Crow Wing Soil and Water on shoreline restoration
projects.

Northern Crow Wing Coalition of Lake Associations – Participated
with this group of eleven area lake associations to comment on Crow
Wing County AIS plan for 2018; also participated in AIS Roundtable
lead by the Whitefish Area Property Owners Association to review
state of AIS prevention.

MN Department of Natural Resources (DNR) (https://www.dnr.
state.mn.us/)

Pine River Watershed Alliance (http://www.prwa.us) – This
organization focuses on issues of water quality, land management
and wetlands preservation across the Pine River watershed, which
includes the Pelican Lakes watershed area. Jodi Billy of PLA is
actively participating with this group, sharing information and
looking for opportunities to support the PRWA agenda with our
actions.

DNR Forestry - PLA continues to support Minnesota’s
Sustainable Forest Act preserving our forests. The key objective
is for private woodland owners to manage properties contributing
significantly to Minnesota’s clean water and air, wildlife habitat,
recreational resources and timber supplies.  

Crow Wing County Lakes and Rivers Alliance (http://www.
crowwinglara.org) – PLA has been an active member for this
coalition for many years, helping to coordinate activities across area
lakes and rivers. Jodi Billy of PLA currently serves on the LARA
Board and keeps us up to date on topics of interest to LARA.

DNR Fisheries – Marc Bacigalupi, the Brainerd Area Fisheries
Supervisor continues to drive improved fishing in our Pelican
Lakes. Jim Nickel of PLA is our liaison to this organization
observing May walleye fry stocking, August test netting,
September
electrofish testing, walleye fingerling stocking, and cormorant
monitoring.
DNR AIS– PLA works with the DNR on permitting for curly
leaf pondweed treatment and for grants of landing monitor hours.
Jodi Billy is our primary contact with Tim Plude, the DNR AIS
Specialist for this area.

  
Minnesota AIS Research Center (MAISRC) (https://www.maisrc.
umn.edu/) – PLA remains a financial supporter of this important
research center and attends MAISRC Showcase events presenting
findings.

Pelican Lake Conservation Club (http://plccmn.org/) – Jim Nickel
of PLA is working with PLCC Board Members and with the DNR
to monitor and understand our options to help improve the Pelican
Lakes fisheries. PLA also supports the youth boating safety courses
PLCC sponsors for educating young boaters.

University of Minnesota Extension Service (https://www.
extension.umn.edu/) – PLA helped to pioneer the AIS Detector
Program operated by the Extension Service and MAISRC, with Art
Weaver leading the interaction. A number of board members, PLA
members and landing monitors have participated in becoming AIS
Detectors.

Pelican Square, Inc. – In a unique partnership, PLA and Pelican
Square have put together the physical assets and operating plan for
the new boat decontamination station on a very cost-effective basis.
City of Breezy Point - For the second year, the City of Breezy Point
is sponsoring PLA participation in the State of Minnesota AIS grant
program. This allows PLA to maintain a dedicated team of landing
monitors for Pelican Lakes, rather than sharing resources and
scheduling through Crow Wing County offices.
Breezy Point Resort – They are hosting a PLA monitor at the resort
landing for all of their traffic and sharing the cost of treating curly
leaf in Nelson-Breezy Bay.

Conservation Minnesota (https://www.conservationminnesota.
org/) – PLA maintains membership in this statewide non-profit
organization addressing concerns of lake and river associations.

Crow Wing County Land Services – PLA stays in close contact
with the Land Services Department in aligning our own Level 1 and
level 2 AIS inspector programs with the programs managed by the
County, and in many other areas.

Minnesota Lakes and Rivers Advocates (www.mnlakesandrivers.
org/) – PLA maintains membership in this advocacy group addressing
the political and government interactions import for focused and
informed government action on AIS and other areas of concern
for lake users. MLR hosts an Aquatic Invader Summit that brings
together private and public organizations charged with addressing
the impacts of AIS.

Crow Wing County Soil and Water Conservation District
(https://www.crowwingswcd.org/) – PLA participated in a second
annual seedling distribution program managed by the SWCD. We
distributed 1,600 white spruce to our members and neighbors, which
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AIS -- LEGISLATIVE UPDATE

Carrie Ruud, State Senator and AIS Detector

In 2017 and 2018 the Legislature continued to focus on
Aquatic Invasive Species issues at the Capitol. In 2017,
we passed the Environment and Natural Resources budget
which provided over $4 million dollars in AIS related
projects and research. A large portion of that money went
to the University of Minnesota’s Aquatic Invasive Species
Research Center (MAISRC). The University provides an
immense amount of expertise in handling AIS issues across
the state, and I was happy to see funding provided so
MAISRC can continue their great work.
Also included in the 2017 budget was funding for AIS
enforcement. We are doing a great job of identifying AIS
issues across the state, but enforcement continues to be a
key area of focus so AIS is not being introduced to healthy
lakes. The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources
plays a critical role in AIS enforcement through their
watercraft inspection program. Funds were also allocated
to help lake associations prevent and remove AIS in local
lakes. Additionally, we passed the 2017 Legislative-Citizen
Commission on Minnesota Resources (LCCMR) bill, which
helped fund over $2.5 million in AIS projects. Another
source of funding and expertise on AIS issues comes from
the Clean Water Council (CWC), formed under the Legacy
Amendment of 2008. The CWC also works on AIS projects
related to addressing new AIS threats, inspection, and
education.
In the 2018 session, we passed another LCCMR bill
that funded over $1.9 million in AIS projects. Again, the
University of Minnesota received a large portion of the
funds to focus on developing an invasive carp deterrent for
the Mississippi river locks and dams to prevent invasive
carp from penetrating further upstream. We also funded
projects to help protect Voyageurs National Park from

invasive cattails. Zebra mussels continue to be a problem
across the state, so we used LCCMR funds to partner with
the United States Geological Survey to develop RNA
interference in zebra mussels.
I worked hard this year on SF 3531, which would provide
grants to lake associations who are on the front line of
AIS issues. This legislation would have empowered lake
associations to manage aquatic invasive species, projects
to control and provide public awareness of aquatic invasive
species and for watercraft inspections. My grant proposal
was included in a larger funding package which was
unfortunately vetoed by the governor.
Overall, we have accomplished a lot in 2017 and 2018. I
believe the Legislature recognizes AIS as something our
constituents want us to pay attention to and to understand
the impact AIS is having on our lakes, rivers, and other
bodies of water. I am excited by the growing amount of
research, partnerships, and new expertise being brought to
the table. I look forward to working on AIS more next year.
While the legislature has worked hard to fund AIS research,
prevention, and projects, there is also an opportunity for
you to become involved in the fight against AIS. The
Minnesota Aquatic Invasive Species Research Center
(MAISRC) at the University of Minnesota created an AIS
Detector program. The AIS Detector program is a network
of trained volunteers who help with AIS projects, education,
and more. Anyone over the age of 18 can become an AIS
Detector; training is done online and in-person and there
is a registration fee. I have gone through training and I am
impressed with all the great work AIS Detectors do across
the state. I encourage anyone interested to learn more by
going to www.maisrc.umn.edu/ais-detector.

PROPERTY SOLUTIONS & CONTRACTING LLC
FOR ALL YOUR CONSTRUCTION NEEDS

• New Construction
• Remodels
• Additions
• Decks
• Interior/Exterior
Eddie Johnson
(P)701-361-9114 • prosolcon1@gmail.com
Licensed Contractor BC #739063
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ONE CALL DOES IT ALL!
Consolidating Services Saves You Time & Money

www.lalawncare.net
• Mowing Services • Yard Clean Ups • Fertilization & Weed Control • Dock & Lift • Landscaping All Types
• Sprinkler Systems • Pruning & Trimming • Pressure Washing • Painting & Staining • Tree Work
• Snow Plowing • Beach Maintenance • Mosquito & Tick Spraying • Pest Spraying • Gutter & Roof Cleaning
• Interior Cleaning • Window Cleaning • Woodchips and Mulch • More!
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WALLEYE

DAN
Walleyedan’s Guide Service
Dan and Shelley Eigen
www.walleydan.com
walleyedan@walleyedan.com
218-839-5598

9287 Anderson Road , Lake Shore, MN 56468
If only fall in the lakes area would last longer. No bugs, no traffic, hungry fish, beautiful leaves and hundreds of lakes to fish and
acres to hunt. I love fall in Minnesota! The only problem is trying to decide what to do. As a full time fishing guide, my work is
fishing, so when it comes to time off I’ll likely be found with my
Holm Made long bow in hand. If you are interested in traditional
archery, look Chad Holm up online, he’s a local that makes some
awesome bows right here in town. With the deer population soaring around the area, it’s a great time to pick up the sport of archery,
the woods are full of delicious steaks, chops and blackstraps! Or
if you’re like my wife, maybe you prefer to bring all your meat in
and have it turned into sausage. If you’d rather eat walleye, fall is
probably the best time to go out and get them! Jigs, rigs and raps
are 3 top presentations to put some walleye on the table! I’ll start
my search for walleye using my Humminbird Helix 12 and search
for the swarms of bait. Where there’s bait, there will be walleye. During these cold water months, don’t be afraid to look deep

(even as deep as 60 feet). If you start seeing those hooks (larger
fish) near the schools of bait, it’s time to drop down! A Jigging
Rapala is a deadly presentation for fall walleye, and it’s an easy
way to fish an area fast. If they don’t react to the Rap, drop down
a live bait rig (1/2 ounce sinker, 4’ of 8 pound monofilament line,
a 1/0 hook and a red tail chub). When the minnow starts shaking
erratically you’ll know it’s near a toothy fish. If you get thumped,
give the fish 10 seconds to turn it around in its mouth then reel up
until you feel the fish and then set the hook! If you’re a night owl,
get yourself equipped with some good lighting and grab a trolling
rod with a shallow running crank bait. With this approach, you’ll
want to long line your bait so the fish are settled back in after the
boat goes over the top of them (sneaky). However you chose to
spend your fall up here in the lakes area, enjoy!!
Walleyedan

WWW.WALLEYEDAN.COM

218-839-5598
WALLEYEDAN.COM
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WELCOME PLA NEW BOARD MEMBERS (2018-2020)
Ted Brausen – “Cheri and I have been on Pelican Lake for almost 25 years. We started in a private townhome
and we were lucky enough to build our lake home on the north side of the lake in 2004. We love our time
spent at the lake! We have one son Jake who has grown up on the lake. Jake was married in 2016 and our 1st
granddaughter Stella was born 3 months ago! We now look forward to seeing our 3rd generation grow up loving
Pelican Lake as much as we do!”
Shu-Mei Hwang – “I am honored to be a member of the PLA Board. Hopefully, I can contribute to the
organization and help continue to make it a meaningful entity in the life of the Pelican Lakes. The lake has been
a summer retreat for over 50 years. After retiring from 3M and USAF, we have been spending more time in the
area. My wife (Jane} and I have a cottage on Edgewater beach. We try to do our part to help maintain a heathy
lake environment.”
Tom Moore – “I am fortunate to have been on Pelican Lake my entire life. In the 1940’s, my grandfather
purchased property on Sunset Beach. It remains in the family and is now being enjoyed by a fifth generation. My
wife, Julie, and I were able to find our own parcel in the Velvet Beach area almost 30 years ago and have been
able to build additional memories on a different portion of the lake, along with our two children, since then.
Although much has changed over the years, I have always been proud to show and tell of Pelican Lake’s
incredible attributes. I look forward to contributing to the PLA and its mission of stewardship.”

COME SEE FOR YOURSELF

SHOWROOM/EXPERIENCE CENTER
1924 S. 10TH STREET, BRAINERD

Providing the best in home entertainment,
automation, and lighting control systems
for the Brainerd Lakes and surrounding areas
DIGITALHORIZONSMN.COM 218-330-4140
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Pie

Enjoy your
share of the
one delicious slice at a time...

Made from scratch & baked
fresh daily in our bakery.

Hwy 371 Nisswa • 963-2265 • www.SchaefersFoods.com

Does your house need a new family?

We can find them.

218.820.7355

www.UpNorthProperties.com
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MEMBERSHIP
UPDATE
Are you a member of the Pelican Lakes Association?
There is still time. In 2017 we had 506 members
contribute to the mission of preserving the quality of life
and the environmental health of the Pelican Lakes. As
of August 31, 2018 we have 475 contributors for 2018.
We send the PLA newsletter to over 1,150 homeowners
and additional business owners. If you want to make a
contribution and become a new/renewed member please
do. The form on the back of the newsletter can be used
or you can use the on-line process using the PayPal link
at www.pelicanlakesassociation.org. There is also the
option to just mail your membership/donations to: PLA,
P.O. Box 823, Nisswa, MN 56468. Your payments are
tax deductible under the Internal Revenue Code Section
501(c) (3).
A “thank you” to those who have already donated for
2018! You are helping to make a difference!

Proudly Serving the
Lakes Area since 1993
218.963.0431
requests@bradowdock.com
www.BradowDock.com

Bradow Dock Service strives to serve
the Brainerd Lakes Area with excellence.
In addition to installing and removing
waterfront equipment, we also offer a
variety of services such as canopy cleaning
and storage, dock and lift sales, and
equipment maintenance. Please let us know
how we can best serve you.
You can count on us to do the job right.
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Paint • Electrical • Plumbing • Bait • Tackle - 218-562-4691

Off Sale • Grocery • Car Wash • Fuel - 218-562-4040

CM
CM

CM

Central Minnesota

ROLL-OFF

Central Minnesota

ROLL-OFF

218 568 4630

218 568 4630

•
•
•
•
•
•

Flexible Seasonal Service
Dependable
& Friendly
Call
218-828-1473
Local Family Owned Business
and
talk
Additional
“Big
Haul”trash
Service with us!
Rates & Services to Fit Your Lifestyle
Dependable
Service
NowFriendly
Offering Recycling
in Many Areas
of Pelican Lake

with competitive pricing.

218-568-4630
PequotLakesSanitation.com

Providing special attention to our 4-legged friends
Rolloff Services Available
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PELICAN LAKES ASSOCIATION
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Susan Koering –
President/Legislative
612-636-3712

Bob Hamilton Business Relations
218-820-1642

Jodi Billy - Vice President/
AIS/Environmental
612-875-8084

Matt Stephens - Water Quality
218-820-4045

Tracy Donovan - Secretary
218-562-4085

Jim Nickel Fisheries/Forestry/Shoreline
612-850-7435

David Spizzo Treasurer/Membership
218-831-9283

David Slipy - Landing Monitors/
Decon Station
218-831-3027

Bob Vaughn – AIS/ Water
Quality – Little Pelican
218-963-6117

Chuck Lane - Safety
320-304-1683

Tom Moore - Public Relations
218-765-4013
Ted Brausen - Beach Captains
612-598-8661
Shu-Mei Hwang Beach Captains
612-280-5648
Molly Ring - Webmaster
Susan Koering - Newsletter Editor

For more information and correspondence use the website email at

contact@pelicanlakesassociation.org

8:00 am - 7:30 pm | Everyday
9:00 am - 4:00 pm | Holidays*
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PELICAN LAKES ASSOCIATION SHIRTS
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Pelican Lakes Association
P.O. Box 823
Nisswa, MN 56468
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BECOME A MEMBER
Pelican Lakes

Name

P.O. Box 823
Nisswa, MN 56468

Permanent Address

ASSOCIATION

Spouse

City

State

Zip Code

State

Zip Code

Phone
JOIN TODAY!
Membership runs from January 1st to December 31st.
Please complete the attached form and return it to
PLA with your dues.
New Property owners, 1 year FREE membership.
Annual Membership: $25
Loon Membership: $50
Eagle Membership: $100
Pelican Membership: $200

Make Checks Payable to:
PLA
P.O. Box 823
Nisswa, MN 56468

Lake Address
City
Phone
E-mail
Big Pelican

Little Pelican

Membership dues and donations are tax deductible under IRS code 501c(3)

ENEWSLETTER:
If you would like to receive the newsletter via e-mail, please subscribe
using the following link:
http://www.pelicanlakesassociation.org/mailing/mail.cgi/list/newsletter/
or click on “newsletters” from the main page of the
Pelican Lakes Association website www.pelicanlakesassociation.org
and follow the instructions.

FORWARDING AND ADDRESS CHANGES:
The US Post Office will only forward temporary
address changes for six months and permanent
address changes for one year. Therefore, to
continue receiving PLA mailings, remember to
keep PLA informed of your current address.

